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Advisory council
Dr Amir Attaran Amir Attaran holds the Canada Research Chair in
Population Health and Global Development Policy at the University
of Ottawa. He is also an associate fellow of the Royal Institute of
International Affairs, London and a member of Africa fighting
Malaria, an organisation aimed at the eradication of the disease. Previously he was an adjunct lecturer in Public Policy at Harvard University, publishing research as part of the Center for International
Development and the Carr Center for Human Rights Policy at the
John F. Kennedy School of Government.
Professor Lucas Bergkamp is a professor of environmental liability
law at Erasmus University Rotterdam, and partner at Hunton &
Williams in Brussels, Belgium. He is the author of numerous law
review articles, and is a member of the editorial board of several
academic and trade journals. He is an expert in the emerging area
of biotechnology.
Professor Sir Colin Berry is professor of morbid anatomy and
histopathology at Queen Mary, University of London. He has held
the position of Dean of the London Hospital Medical College and has
served on advisory committees on health and related matters, and
has penned more than 200 papers on development, toxicology and
vascular biomechanics.
Dr Philip Brown is the former owner of PJB Publications Ltd,
the leading business-to-business publisher for the international

healthcare industry. He writes and speaks on a variety of issues
related to the development and use of pharmaceutical products. Dr
Brown is the Chairman of Council of the University of London School
of Pharmacy and is the owner of a number of pharmacies and other
businesses.
Dr. Alphonse L. Crespo, a Swiss orthopaedic surgeon, is currently
Director of Research and member of the Board of Directors of the
Institut Constant de Rebecque, an independent think tank founded
in January 2005. As well as publishing numerous books and articles
Dr. Crespo maintains his professional qualifications, sits on the Editorial Board of Le Courrier du Mdecin Vaudois and is a medical consultant for the Swiss Accident Insurance Fund in Lausanne.
Professor William Keatinge is author to more than 200 scientific
papers, reviews, chapters and two books, and commentator on the
media about effects of cold and heat on human health.
Dr John Kilama is founder and president of the Global Bioscience
Development Institute. He has a broad background in the pharmaceutical, agricultural biotechnology and agrochemical chemistry but
his areas of expertise include Intellectual Property rights and
Biotechnology Strategy development.
Professor Deepak Lal is James S. Coleman Professor of International
Development Studies, University of California at Los Angeles, Professor Emeritus of Political Economy, University College London, and
co-director of the Trade and Development Unit at the Institute of
Economic Affairs, London.
Professor The Lord McColl is Emeritus Professor of Surgery at Guy’s
Hospital and continues to teach at King’s College on the Guy’s
Campus. He is also Surgeon to the international charity Mercyships
and frequently operates in the poorest countries of West Africa.

Dr. Henry I. Miller joined the Food and Drug Administration in 1979
and served in a number of posts. He was the medical reviewer for
the first genetically engineered drugs evaluated by the FDA and was
instrumental in the rapid licensing of human insulin and human
growth hormone. Thereafter, he was a special assistant to the FDA
commissioner, with responsibility for biotechnology issues, and
from 1989 to 1993 was the founding director of the FDA’s Office of
Biotechnology. After leaving government service, Miller became the
Robert Wesson Fellow in Scientific Philosophy and Public Policy at
the Hoover Institution, 1994–96.
Professor Paul Reiter is a British scientist who has devoted his
entire career to the epidemiology of mosquito-borne diseases. His
reputation for original research and innovative solutions brought
him to the US, where he worked for 22 years as a researcher in the
Division of Vector-borne Infectious Diseases of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. In 2003 he was appointed Professor
at the Institut Pasteur, Paris, where he is in the process of establishing a new unit of Insects and Infectious Disease.
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